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In TW based on human facial expression recognition, the in-depth study of the micro-

expression of the human eye is carried out in depth. The CUDA platform is used to opti-

mize the model establishment in time. Based on the Tensor Flow platform, the convolu-

tional neural network is used to establish the model, Including extraction, classification 

and recognition of micro-expression features. 

TW purpose – Improve the recognition rate of eye expressions and construct a micro-

expression database dedicated to eye expression recognition. Great help to security, psy-

chological consultation and so on. 

TW contains: Construction of micro-expression database; segmentation of eye area; 

recognition of eye expression; application and combination of convolutional neural net-

works. 

This article combines the experimental results and the experimental process in the 

hope of improving the following points in future work: 

1. The improved Eigen Faces algorithm in this paper aims to recognize the eye area, 

but when the facial area data is perfect, it does not get a higher recognition accuracy rate 

for face recognition. In the future work, it will be added to the recognition of facial ex-

pressions, so that the micro-expression recognition of human eyes serves the recognition 

of facial expressions, and realizes its due value. 

2. In CNN's extraction of expression features, different graphics can be combined to 

adaptively convolve the number of layers, rather than identifying all pictures through a 

fixed architecture. 

Last, this paper introduces the Gantt diagram and SWOT analysis. Among them, 

Gantt chart recorded the tasks in each period of the whole paper cycle in detail, as well 

as the completion of the tasks. During the nine-month study, Professor A.A. Alabugin 

and Senior Lecturer R.A. Alabugina gave me a lot of help. In the SWOT analysis, this 

paper analyzes and summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of this application in 

thermal engineering from different perspectives, internal and external factors.
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ABSTRACT 

 

The opening, use, and maintenance of thermal engineering projects require the par-

ticipation of workers. 

The micro-expressions of the human eye can feedback the worker's attitude to the 

work through the expressions on the worker's work, and then predict the operation status 

of the thermal energy system. 

Since our society has entered the information age, various emerging technologies have 

sprung up. New technologies have made our lives more convenient and comfortable. Face 

recognition is one of them, which has given us a simple, efficient and popular application 

in bio cryptography. With the development of face recognition technology, people have 

further analyzed and identified facial expressions. Changes in facial expressions are one 

of the most basic ways for humans to express emotions. In many cases, people can read 

each other's inner emotions through the other's facial expressions. Even when people de-

liberately suppress their expressions, they will inadvertently reveal subtle and short ex-

pression changes. Humans have retained this instinct after centuries of evolution. In con-

trast to simple, macro expressions like crying and laughing, those complex, micro expres-

sions that are inadvertently revealed are agreed to become micro expressions. The study 

of micro-expressions dates back to 1966. Haggard et al. Believed that micro-expressions 

were inseparable from the self-defense mechanism of the human subconscious, but their 

findings did not attract the attention of the academic community. In 1969, Ekman et al. 

Also found the existence and value of micro-expressions in a video of a depression patient 

who wanted to suppress their suicidal thoughts. When looking at this video roughly, Ek-

man et al. Did not find anything unusual until they After observing and analyzing the 

video frame by frame, it was found that the facial expression change of the depression 

patient was 1/12 of a second, which they called a micro facial expression. 

The research on facial micro-expressions has gradually increased in recent years, but 

the research on the micro-expressions of the eyes has been scarce. When people deliber-

ately cover their faces, such as wearing a mask or covering their mouths, the success rate 

of facial micro-expression recognition will be greatly reduced, and even faces cannot be 

recognized. Human eye micro-expressions have extremely important functions in many 

aspects, such as criminal investigations in the field of security, fatigue driving supervi-

sion, prediction of suspect behavior, political negotiations in the field of political psy-

chology, and students' mental health in the field of education, etc. Value cannot be ig-

nored. 

In chapter 5, this paper introduces the Gantt diagram and SWOT analysis. Among 

them, Gantt chart recorded the tasks in each period of the whole paper cycle in detail, as 

well as the completion of the tasks. During the nine-month study, Senior Lecturer 

R.A.Alabugin and professors A.A. Alabugin gave me a lot of help. In the SWOT analysis, 

this paper analyzes and summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of this application 

in thermal engineering from different perspectives, internal and external factors. 
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1 INTRODUCTION              

  
1.1 The research background and significance of the subject 
  

Facial expression is a kind of emotion expression inherent in human beings. It is a 

product of human evolution after thousands of years. People can understand each other's 

inner emotions through the other party's facial expressions. With the rapid development 

of computer technology in recent years, computer vision has been highly valued by peo-

ple, and human facial expression recognition has become an important branch of com-

puter vision. In the past when computer technology was not as developed as it is today, 

psychologists have long noticed the importance of facial expressions. The interpretation 

of human facial expressions is not only an outlet for expressing emotions, but also can be 

obtained in security, education, interrogation, negotiation and other fields application. 

There are many ways to divide expressions. In expressing emotional content, there 

are simple expressions and complex expressions. Human expressions are often not a sin-

gle expression of an emotion, but a combination of multiple emotions [1]. Complex sym-

bols; in the time of expression, people divide the expression into macro expressions and 

micro expressions. The expressions of macro expressions can be seen everywhere in our 

daily life with other people. Laughing and crying for a long time let people The expres-

sions that can be easily observed are called macro expressions, while the expressions that 

are fleeting and difficult to detect when the exposure time is extremely short are called 

micro expressions. Micro-expressions are inadvertent facial expressions. They are not 

suppressed by the human heart. They have the characteristics of short time and small 

movements. They are often hidden between a complete macro expression. The move-

ments of human expressions are concentrated in the mouth and eyes, and the characteris-

tics of eye micro-expressions are difficult to suppress and easy to observe, so that eye 

micro-expression recognition is used in driver fatigue driving supervision, police patrol 

investigation, criminal behavior prediction, teaching practice, etc. Many fields have good 

application prospects. 

In the field of security, psychology has been applied to the extreme whether it is in 

the interrogation of police patrols [3] or in the interrogation of criminal suspects, and it is 

often impossible to listen to the criminal suspect ’s side, but also to combine criminal 

suspects. Analyze human expressions and behaviors to roughly judge the credibility of 

the inspection. The application of this kind of psychology, the first polygraph appeared, 

it is aimed at assisting the purpose of polygraph detection according to the changes in 

various physical data of the suspect when answering. Such an instrument undoubtedly 

provides a great judgment for the staff, and is the result of the programming of psychol-

ogy. However, the bulkiness of this type of instrument is very unfriendly to public places 

with a large flow of people, and the complexity of the procedures it executes will also 

cause inconvenience to a large number of inspections. With the development of the net-

work and the increase in camera monitoring, we can use the cameras in public places to 

collect data, and use the increasingly efficient network environment to achieve the pur-

pose of micro-expression recognition, so as to predict the behavior of people in public 
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places. Recognition of micro-expressions in the eyes makes the criminal suspects wearing 

masks nowhere to escape. 

In the political field, international political negotiation is a very detail-oriented activ-

ity. We can analyze the general emotions of politicians through the micro-expressions of 

politicians during the negotiations to obtain more accurate and comprehensive infor-

mation; in political speeches, еhe importance of micro-expressions is also not to be un-

derestimated. 

 Patrick and others have done related research on this. They re-produced a video of 

Bush ’s speech before the Gulf War, and removed the cheerful expressions that appeared 

in it. After removing some of the positive expression videos, there will be more anger and 

anxiety. It can be seen that the important influence of micro-expressions in political ac-

tivities may make the public have different emotions about a speech. 

In the field of education, students 'psychology [4] and dynamic changes are the focus 

of teachers' attention. Some time ago, schools used brain wave detectors to observe the 

concentration of students in class. From this, it can be seen that changes in students' psy-

chological trends have important significance for students, parents, and teachers. We can 

use the changes in the micro-expressions of the students 'eyes to predict and assist the 

students' interest in learning and the teacher's teaching evaluation. 

In addition, eye micro-expression recognition has important significance in the fields 

of international anti-terrorism, assisted driving, business negotiation, clinical medicine, 

cognitive science, market research, human-computer interaction, and psychology.  

Eye micro-expressions have small motion range, short duration, and are not easily 

noticeable by human eyes, which makes our research on eye micro-expressions impera-

tive. Recognition of eye micro-expressions is still in a weak stage in the field of behavior 

recognition. It is one of the key research directions and a small branch of facial expression 

recognition. It has an important role in promoting the research of facial expression recog-

nition. 

  

1.2 Research status at home and abroad 

  
1.2.1 Research status of human eye recognition 

  
Face recognition not only has a place in the field of computer vision, but also one of 

the important branches of biometrics. With the continuous development of computer vi-

sion and biometric recognition, a variety of relatively stable and reliable methods have 

emerged. Researchers in related fields have roughly summarized face recognition meth-

ods into four categories: face recognition methods based on neural networks, face recog-

nition methods based on geometric features, and 3D-based face recognition methods. A 

face recognition method using two or more methods in combination. Face recognition 

technology is based on the relative position of facial features. 

As one of the important steps of face recognition, human eye recognition has also 

received attention from related fields. It is the key to some face recognition algorithms. 

The research on face recognition is mainly conducted from the part of the image or the 
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whole of the image. Whether it is from the part or the whole, the human eye area is the 

most stable detection area in face recognition. In eye positioning, eyebrow and eye posi-

tioning are both important and difficult.  

At present, there are a variety of algorithms for human eye recognition at home and 

abroad. Cui Qinghua et al. [5] used Adaboost to coarsely locate the face to face the RIO 

area of the face, and then to further obtain the position of the eyebrows and eyes. Docu-

ment 4 uses an eye positioning algorithm based on the point projection method of gam-

bling, which is an algorithm based on LBP [6] (Local Binary Pattern), which is a local 

binarization method. This algorithm will first perform localized pictures Binary pro-

cessing, and then two-dimensional gray projection of the binarized image to generate a 

gray image. Because the human eye area has very special gray feature values, the human 

eye area can be located. Literature [7] uses a method based on Hough transform, which 

is a method based on feature detection, which is widely used in the field of computer 

vision. Its main method is to find out the edge features of the face and then use it Features 

such as the special shape of the face are used as core feature values to further locate the 

human eye area. Since the positioning of the human eye uses the iris features of the human 

eye, the calculation difficulty of this method will be significantly increased. In these hu-

man eye region positioning algorithms, human eye positioning algorithms can be classi-

fied according to different classification criteria, such as Hansen [8], etc., which are di-

vided into these three according to whether the algorithm is apparent or shape or a mixture 

of the two. Type, the core of its classification is the features used when recognizing the 

human eye area, if the feature is the overall shape of the eye contour, it is the shape human 

eye detection method, if the feature is using the texture of the picture and other infor-

mation It is the apparent human eye detection method, and the hybrid rule is the case 

where both feature values are used. Researchers also divided the human eye area recog-

nition algorithm according to whether the light source of the image in the data set was 

natural light or special light. Xu Lai et al. [9] divided the recognition of human eye regions 

into four methods based on template matching, gray projection, statistics and knowledge. 

These classification methods are the embodiment of different methods of human eye area 

recognition at different stages, and also show the complexity and polymorphism of human 

eye area detection. 

In human eye area recognition, often different recognition methods are adopted ac-

cording to different purposes, such as human eye micro-expression recognition applied 

to street monitoring systems, compared to human eye area recognition trained with spe-

cial light The data set will obviously greatly reduce the recognition rate of the application. 

This paper will use the method based on improved special face to identify, locate and 

crop the human eye area. This method is mature and efficient in the field of face recogni-

tion, and the positioning speed is fast. In this paper, the micro-expression data set of hu-

man face generated under natural light is used to process and generate the corresponding 

micro-expression data set of human eye to identify the human eye area. 

Face image detection and location is to find the exact position of face in the input 

image, which is the first step of face expression recognition. 

The basic idea of face detection is to use knowledge or statistical methods to model 
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the face, and compare the matching degree between the region to be detected and the face 

model. 

 

1.2.2 Research status of micro-expression recognition 

  
At present, there are more and more methods for face recognition and micro-expres-

sion recognition, and related technologies are becoming more and more mature, and some 

related applications have also been obtained in industrial production and life, but for the 

recognition of micro-expressions in the human eye area alone However, it is rarely effec-

tive. The main reason is that the relevant researchers are more inclined to recognize the 

entire facial expression of the person, and the eye is only used as part of facial recognition 

and macro facial expression recognition. However, the recognition rate of the human eye 

alone is particularly important when the mouth and nose are deliberately blocked, and the 

monitoring system only captures the eye information. The recognition rate of the existing 

human facial expression recognition is unsatisfactory. Regarding micro-expressions, Ek-

man and Matsumoto have designed and produced a related model that can train micro-

expression recognition-METT. Its purpose is to reduce the repetitive work of the micro-

expression algorithm and continuously improve the success rate of micro-expression 

recognition by training the model. In China, the Fu Xiaolan team of the Chinese Academy 

of Sciences has important achievements and significance in the research of micro-expres-

sions. They have established the micro-expression databases CASME, CASME II [10] 

and disguised micro-expression databases, which greatly enriched China's micro-expres-

sion database and are currently related fields One of the frequently used micro-expression 

databases. 

We mentioned in Section 1.1 that micro-expression research plays an important role 

in the clinical field, and researchers in related fields also attach great importance to the 

application and research of micro-expressions in clinical medicine. As early as 2006, 

some people conducted research on micro-expressions in clinical medicine. Russell et al. 

[11] observed and tested the application of the METT program in emotional recognition 

of schizophrenic patients. According to their results, the volunteers participating in the 

test, whether they are normal people or patients, have made the METT model improve 

the recognition rate of micro-expressions; the micro-expression recognition of volunteers 

and patients can be raised to the normal level of ordinary people. This shows the important 

role and positive social significance of this technology for patients with schizophrenia. 

They also conducted a deeper research work on the above results, adding recognition and 

training of eye movement technology. Through the comparison of patients before and 

after receiving experimental treatment, they found that after the experimental treatment 

of METT, the patient's facial recognition and recognition Attention has improved signif-

icantly. 

In order to identify micro-expressions, many methods use space-time features to char-

acterize the subtle movements of micro-expressions. Based on the block feature extrac-

tion technology, the face image is divided into n × n non-overlapping blocks, and features 

are extracted from each block. Then, the features of each block are generated to contain 
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local information, and finally they are stitched into a global feature histogram. Lu Guan-

ming et al. [12] classified the CASME II micro-expression video database using the 5 × 

5 and 8 × 8 local binarization patterns on the features of 3 orthogonal planes (LBP-TOP), 

and selected the classification accuracy as the database The baseline. Li et al. Proposed a 

micro-expression analysis system (MESR) to detect and identify micro-expressions. 

Wang Ziyan [13] extracted LBP-TOP from a tensor-independent color space to identify 

micro-expressions. This document implements the motion amplification technology on 

the block-based image gradient direction histogram (HIGO) feature. Yan et al. [14] de-

signed a space-time local binary model with integral projection (LBP-IP) to maintain the 

morphological properties of micro-expressions. Literature [15] proposed STCCA (Sparse 

Tensor Canonical Correlation Analysis) for micro-expression recognition, which merged 

the corresponding characteristics of LBP and micro-expression database. Huang et al. 

Improved LBP-TOP, and proposed a spatiotemporal complete local quantization mode 

(STCLQP) to recognize micro-expressions. Aswathy et al. [16] proposed to extract spa-

tiotemporal features only from the eye and mouth areas, because these areas contain most 

of the facial micro-expression movements. 

In addition to spatiotemporal features, optical flow is used as a classic feature for 

extracting motion information by some micro-expression detection and recognition meth-

ods. Ma Haoyuan et al. [17] proposed the main direction average optical flow (MDMO) 

feature to encode micro-expression information, and used MDMO to encode the micro-

expression. Wu Shuhang [18] proposed a main direction maximum difference (MDMD) 

analysis method to detect micro-expressions in long-term video. This method uses optical 

flow to estimate the edge area of facial motion. Liu Tao [19] et al. Proposed a fuzzy 

optical flow direction histogram (FHOFO) feature to represent the motion information of 

36 facial regions of interest for micro-expression recognition. Zhou Yuxuan et al. pro-

posed a feature based on motion boundary histogram fusion (FMBH), which combines 

the horizontal component and the material component of the optical flow differential. 

FMBH has a strong ability to discern the subtle movements of micro-expressions. 

The above methods all treat the local features of different facial regions equally. How-

ever, micro-expressions usually appear in certain areas of the face, with the most changes 

in the eyes and mouth, rather than the entire facial area. Therefore, extracting local eye 

features from areas with motion has a greater contribution to the classification of micro-

expressions. 

 

1.3 The main research work of this article 

 

The research direction of this article is the recognition of human eye micro-expres-

sions. In Section 1.2, the current progress and defects of research on eye micro-expres-

sions are mentioned. The purpose of segmentation is to use this improved algorithm to 

create a new human eye micro-expression database based on the original facial micro-

expression database. And in further human eye facial expression recognition, combined 

with convolutional neural network to improve the accuracy of human eye micro facial 

expression recognition. The main research work of this article is as follows: 
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1. Face recognition and positioning algorithm based on Eigen Faces, from face recog-

nition and positioning to recognition and positioning of human eyes. 

2. Generate a micro-expression database of human eyes. Use the improved Eigen 

Faces algorithm proposed in (1) to perform intelligent segmentation on the existing facial 

expression database, leaving only the facial expressions of human eyes, thus forming a 

unique micro-expression database of human eyes. 

3. Based on Tensor Flow, CNN is used to realize the training, prediction, classification 

and recognition of human eye micro-expressions. This paper proposes a three-layer CNN 

architecture for human facial expression recognition, which realizes the recognition of 

human facial micro-expressions.  

 

1.4 Thesis Structure 
 

This paper uses the following structural arrangements: 

Chapter 1 Introduction 

It mainly introduces the research significance of eye micro-expression recognition, 

and introduces the research status of related fields at home and abroad, because in the 

research of human eye micro-expression recognition, it can be roughly divided into two 

important parts: human eye positioning and expression recognition. Therefore, it focuses 

on the research status of human eye recognition and micro-expression recognition, as well 

as the development of related technologies and the similarities and differences of various 

methods. Then introduced the main research work of this article and the structure of this 

article. 

Chapter 2 Relevant theoretical knowledge 

This chapter focuses on the main techniques and algorithms used in this study. Ac-

cording to the experimental process, it will be explained in sequence. The first part is the 

description of the basic steps of micro-expression recognition. This is the important 

schedule of the experimental part of this article and the basic learning sequence of micro-

expression recognition. The LBP method, HOG method and LDB method, which are 

common micro-expression feature extraction methods in related fields, are introduced at 

present. Introduced the micro-expression classification recognition method. Finally, sev-

eral micro-expression databases commonly used in related fields are introduced. 

Chapter 3 Eye recognition based on improved Eigen Faces 

This chapter proposes an improved algorithm based on Eigen Faces face recognition 

algorithm. Since Eigen Faces is an algorithm for face recognition, the recognition rate of 

individual human eyes is very high, so this paper proposes an improved Eigen Faces al-

gorithm. The improved algorithm greatly improves the original algorithm for human eye 

recognition. Success rate. And at the end of this chapter, we introduce the application of 

the improved Eigen Faces algorithm to the generation of the human eye micro-expression 

database, thereby solving the problem of the existing micro-expression database men-

tioned in Section 2.5 Problems of scarcity and the difficulty of organizing new databases. 

Chapter 4 Eye micro expression recognition based on deep learning 

This chapter introduces the application of eye micro-expression recognition in deep 
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learning, using convolutional neural network (CNN) to improve the accuracy and recog-

nition speed of human eye micro-expression recognition, and introduces the multi-layer 

perception of convolutional neural network in detail and the realization process of micro-

expression feature extraction based on deep learning. Finally, the results of human facial 

micro-expression recognition using convolutional neural network are compared with 

those of traditional methods. 

Chapter 5 Use of results of a research in industry 

The opening, use, and maintenance of thermal engineering projects require the par-

ticipation of workers. he micro-expressions of the human eye can feedback the worker's 

attitude to the work through the expressions on the worker's work, and then predict the 

operation status of the thermal energy system. 

Gantt diagram and SWOT analysis. Among them, Gantt chart recorded the tasks in 

each period of the whole paper cycle in detail, as well as the completion of the tasks. 

During the nine-month study, Senior Lecturer R.A.Alabugin and professors A.A. Ala-

bugin gave me a lot of help. In the SWOT analysis, this paper analyzes and summarizes 

the advantages and disadvantages of this application in thermal engineering from differ-

ent perspectives, internal and external factors. 

Chapter 6 Conclusion 

This article summarizes and analyzes the work content of this article, introduces the 

breakthroughs and deficiencies of this study, and plans and prospects for future related 

research. The micro-expression recognition of human eyes is designed and realized, and 

the micro-expression recognition of human eyes is applied to thermal engineering. 
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2 RELATED THEORETICAL KNOWLEDGE 

 
2.1 Basic steps of micro expression recognition 

 
Micro-expressions are recognized based on technical features such as face details or 

contour shapes. It is an upgrade of face recognition technology and is a deeper technical 

research based on the core face recognition technology. It first needs to recognize the face 

in the image, and then use the face recognition algorithm to pre-process the image part of 

the face, such as gluing, identifying, cutting, and so on. Then, the micro-expression recog-

nition is further performed on the processed face image, and the convolutional neural 

network is used to extract and classify the feature values of the micro-expression. The 

essence of facial recognition by the computer is a classification, and the purpose of feature 

extraction is to It is to facilitate the later classification work. Finally, input the future 

micro-expression database through the written algorithm, so as to realize the training of 

the micro-expression recognition model. In the subsequent micro-expression recognition 

application, the comparison and recognition result output are performed according to the 

generated micro-expression database model. Figure 2.1 shows the basic steps of micro-

expression recognition. 

Pre-processing of micro-expression images. First, the source image of human face 

micro-expression is processed by size pattern cutting, picture pixel patterning and gray-

scale image conversion. In this step, the source image of the micro-expression of the face 

will become a grayscale image with the same size and the same pixel, so as to realize the 

patterning of the subsequent process, improve the success rate and recognition speed of 

facial recognition and micro-expression recognition, and then The processed low-gray 

grayscale image is stored in the preprocessing database, which is convenient for the next 

step of face recognition and cutting. 
  

Start

Source image data 
preprocessing

Feature extraction of 
micro-expressions

Micro-expression 
recognition

END

Face recognition 
and cutting

Detection and recognition 

of micro-expressions

 
          

Figure 2.1 – Basic flow chart of micro-expression recognition 
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2.2 Micro-expression feature extraction method 
 

Currently in the field of computer vision, relevant researchers have proposed many 

methods for feature extraction of micro-expressions, such as LBP-TOP, SVM, HOG, 

LDB, etc.  feature extraction of micro-expressions is an important step in micro-expres-

sion recognition. The extracted feature values will be used for model training and final 

face recognition applications. The selection of feature extraction algorithms determines 

the level of micro-expression recognition rate, which is particularly important. 

 

2.2.1 LBP method 
 

LBP (Local Binary Pattern) has been highly valued by researchers in related fields in 

texture analysis and face recognition. Its algorithm is simple, convenient and efficient to 

use.  

 Micro-expression feature extraction method the framework of filtering, labeling and 

statistics (FLS), LBP mainly consists of three steps: 

1. Pixel filtering, calculating the grayscale difference between adjacent pixels and the 

central pixel; 

2. Binary mark, use binary 1 or 0 to specify the intensity difference at the zero thresh-

old, and connect the obtained binary bits into a binary string to generate a feature map; 

      3. Global statistics, representing the histogram of non-overlapping areas in the feature 

map as an image. LBP marks the image pixels and converts the intensity difference into 

a binary code in a clockwise direction using the following formula (2.1): 

  


1
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                                        (2.1) 

 

Among them, pc is the intensity of the middle pixel, pi is the intensity of the middle 

pixel, and N is the total number of adjacent pixels. Figure 2.2 shows a basic LBP opera-

tion process. After obtaining the LBP feature set, we divide the feature set into non-over-

lapping regions, calculate the histogram of each region, and then stitch all the obtained 

histograms into a feature vector. 

 

 

  

Figure 2.2 – The basic operation process of LBP 
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The key of the model-driven health assessment method is to establish a model that 

can completely simulate the physical characteristics of the system, and based on this 

model, simulate the operating state of the system to realize the assessment of the system 

health state. The method mainly includes the dynamic simulation process of the model. 

Commonly used methods are: particle filtering, Kalman filtering and expert experience. 

Since the threshold is manually set, it is easy to generate noise when marking pixels. To 

overcome this limitation, LTP mainly modifies the labeling step in LBP by introducing a 

parameter t to suppress noise. More specifically, LTP divides the intensity difference into 

three cases, requiring two binary bits. 

In mathematical form, LTP extends LBP to the ternary model through the following 

formula (2.2): 

 

                                      
1
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                                     (2.2) 

  

Where t is a parameter that reduces the adverse effects of noise. Figure 2.3 shows the 

basic LTP operator for t = 5. 

  

 
  

Figure 2.3 –  LTP operation at t = 5 

 

In order to facilitate pixel marking and statistics, LTP decomposes the ternary code 

into two binary codes (ie, positive pat-tern and negative pat-tern) to obtain the dual-

channel LBP map shown in figure 2.4. Therefore, two feature maps (such as positive 

mode and negative mode) are generated, and then the histograms of the two feature 

maps are connected for image representation. 

  

 

  
Figure 2.4 – Convert LTP code to two LBP codes 
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In 3D face recognition, 3DLBP mainly modifies the labeling step in LBP. Specifi-

cally, 3DLBP divides the intensity difference between the center pixel and the adjacent 

pixel into several cases that require several binary bits. 3DLBP divides the depth differ-

ence information into two parts: the sign and absolute value of the depth difference. In 

3DLBP, symbols are encoded using LBP-like strategies to generate feature maps. In par-

ticular, the absolute value of the depth difference is quantized with 3 bits to 0-7 codes, 

and the absolute value greater than 7 is also assigned with 7 to generate a total of 4 feature 

sets. Then, simulate LBP to calculate the histogram corresponding to each feature map, 

and stitch the four histograms into a single feature descriptor for image representation. 

Later, it is improved to an effective texture description operator, which measures 

and extracts local texture information of image and has invariability to illumination. 

 

2.2.2 HOG method 
 

HOG is a descriptor commonly used in computer vision and image processing to de-

scribe gradient features. It was first proposed by French researchers Dalal and Triggs in 

CVPR-2005. The descriptor describes the feature by calculating and counting the gradient 

direction histogram of the local area of the image. The HOG feature has achieved great 

success in pedestrian detection and is used for face recognition, as shown in figure 2.5. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.5 – Schematic diagram of HOG extracting facial features 

 

The general method of extracting HOG features: when an image is given, the color 

image needs to be converted into a gray image first. Due to the unevenness of lighting 

and shadows, Gamma correction is used to increase or decrease the overall brightness of 

the image, and it also helps to suppress noise interference. Then calculate the gradient of 

each pixel in the image, mainly to capture the contour information and reduce the inter-

ference of the light again. After that, the image is divided into several units, and a gradient 

direction map is constructed for each unit. Each pixel in the cell votes for the histogram 

channel according to the direction. Voting uses a weighted voting strategy, that is, each 

ticket must be weighted, and the weighting strategy is calculated by the gradient ampli-

tude of the pixels. This weight can be expressed using the amplitude itself or its function, 

and it is evenly distributed in the range of 0 ° -180 ° (undirected gradient) or 0 ° -360 ° 
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(directed gradient). The actual test shows that the best results can be obtained by express-

ing the weights with amplitude. In addition, undirected gradients and nine histogram 

channels can help achieve better results. Due to changes in local lighting and changes in 

foreground and background contrast, the gradient intensity range is very large. Therefore, 

it is necessary to normalize the gradient intensity. Finally, each of the four units is merged 

into a large spatial connection block, and then the descriptors of all blocks are concate-

nated. In this way, the HOG feature descriptor of the image can be obtained. The overall 

flow chart is shown in figure 2.6. 

 

START

INPUT IMAGE

Gradient calculation

Space and direction 
weighted calculation

HOG feature extraction

Grayscale

Gamma Correction

Normalized histogram

 
 

Figure 2.6 – HOG feature extraction flowchart 

 

2.2.3 LDB method 

 

The LDB descriptor is a self-similar descriptor proposed by Schechtman and Irani. 

The principle of the traditional self-similar descriptor is to divide the image into multiple 

grids of the same size, and use the relationship between the central grid and other grids 

to obtain robustness to changes in illumination. But it involves the relationship between 

the units that need to calculate the sum of squares of pixels in the image, which will bring 
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a lot of calculation. In contrast, the LDB feature is a comparison of each pair of cells, 

generating a bit vector without cross-correlation operations, avoiding a lot of calculations, 

thereby solving the shortcomings of the traditional self-similar descriptors. 

The following describes the basic steps and principles of extracting LDB features: 

First, divide an image into n * n units. The average intensity value of the pixels, the gra-

dient in the X direction and the gradient in the Y direction are extracted from each unit. 

Then, the comparison extracts values from a pair of non-repeating cells. The formula is 

as follows (2.3): 

 

               1,      ( ) ( ) 0  

0,            OTHER( ( ), ( )) f i f j and i jF f i f j                                                   (2.3) 

 

The specific meaning of formula (2.3) is: first get the average pixel value of i and j in 

the unit, and then compare their values. If the pixel value of cell i is greater than the pixel 

value of cell j, the output result of the first bit of the 3-bit binary number is 1, otherwise 

the output result is 0. 

Then compare the gradient in the direction and the gradient in the X direction respec-

tively, and get a 3-bit binary output according to the output of the unit. 

Suppose an image is divided into n * n units, and each unit still has many pixels. If 

we use ordinary methods to directly calculate these values, the amount of calculation will 

still be very large. 

However, when the integrated image is introduced, the calculation efficiency is 

greatly improved. Once the image is traversed once, the pixel values of all areas in the 

image can be calculated by several addition and subtraction operations. The integral 

image is shown in figure 2.7. 

 

 
 

Figure – 2.7 Integral image 

 

When the original image becomes the entire image, the size of the image will change 

from to just like the image marked in red becomes the image marked in black. The grids 
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i1, i2, i3, i4, i5, i6, i7, and i8 in the image represent the pixel values of the entire image. 

The average pixel value I, horizontal value dx, and vertical gradient value by extracted 

from the integrated image can be obtained by the following formulas (2.4) – (2.7): 

 

 

                                               1 4 3 2I i i i i                                                         (2.4) 
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                                                         (2.5) 

 

                                                2 ( 1 7 3 2)dx I i i i i                                         (2.6) 

 

 

                                               
2 ( 1 6 2 8)dy I i i i i                                          (2.7) 

 

In this way, we can extract the LDB features of the facial micro-expression image. 

 

2.3 Micro-expression classification and recognition method 
 

Whether it is face recognition or expression recognition, their essence is a classifica-

tion method. The human brain does not need to deliberately judge the type of expression 

in front of it when it recognizes expressions. The magical brain quickly classified me 

Judgment, and when the part of the brain related to classification and recognition is dam-

aged, it will also affect people's judgment. This is why patients with face blindness and 

dyslexia are extremely difficult to distinguish other people's faces and words. 

When applying micro-expression recognition to a computer, we just need to design 

some fixed patterns to let the computer "learn" how to classify each expression. This gave 

birth to a variety of micro-expression classification methods. At present, the main micro-

expression methods mainly include Extreme Learning Machine (ELM), Hidden Markov 

Model (HMM) and Support Vector Machine (SVM). 

 

2.3.1 Extreme learning machine 

 

Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) is a machine learning method, which is the first 

algorithm proposed by Huang Guangbin and others to solve a single hidden layer neural 

network. Compared with the traditional BP neural network or SVM, the ELM algorithm 

can not only ensure the learning accuracy, but also ensure the learning speed. Fu Xiaolan's 

team used extreme learning machines and discriminant Zhang Quanzhou spatial analysis 

for micro-expression recognition. 

ELM is regarded as a special class of FNN in the study, or an improvement on FNN 

and its back-propagation algorithm. Its characteristic is that the weight of the hidden layer 

node is randomly or artificially given. 
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The main task of the extreme learning machine is to solve the linear equation HB = 

T, assuming that the training data of the N micro-expressions.  

And the corresponding classification labels (Ai, ti), where i = 1, ..., N, H are hidden 

layers, B is the output matrix, and T is the derived output matrix. The formula is (2.8): 
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                                    (2.8) 

 

The essence of ELM is that the hidden nodes of ELM are randomly generated, and 

the output weight B can be obtained in different ways. For example, it can be evaluated 

by the least norm least squares the formula is (2.9): 

 

H T 
                                                           (2.9) 

 

Where H + is H's Moore-Penrose generalized inverse matrix. 

However, in ELM, hidden nodes are randomly generated, and only the weight vector 

between hidden nodes and output nodes needs to be adjusted. There are few parameters 

to adjust, so training can be very fast. However, the parameters of ELM are directly cal-

culated by the least square method, which makes its generalization effect not very good, 

especially for large databases. Support vector machines are considered to be one of the 

best classifiers. We use extreme learning machines and support vector machines as clas-

sifiers to study the classification capabilities of these two classifiers with deep features. 

 

2.3.2 Hidden Markov model 

 

Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a statistical model for feature signals. It consists of 

Markov Chain (MC) with hidden, invisible and limited states and probability density 

function. The Markov chain includes the probability distribution function of the initial 

state and the probability matrix of the transition state. The probability density function is 

related to these states. 

HMM can be described by the following parameters: 

According to the type of state transition, HMM can be divided into traversal type and 

left-right type. The transition state of the ergodic type is random and can be transferred 

from itself to any other state. The left-right state can only be transferred from itself to the 

next state. No matter from top to bottom or from left to right, the distribution of facial 

features is unchanged. Therefore, HMM can be modeled on the face, as shown in figure 

2.8. 
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That is, the hidden state at any given moment depends only on its previous hidden 

state, which we describe in detail in the MCMC markov chain. Hidden Markov Model 

(HMM) is a statistical Model used to describe a Markov process with Hidden unknown 

parameters. 

The difficulty is to determine the implicit parameters of the process from the observ-

able parameters.  
The hidden markov model can be thought of as an overview of the hidden variables 

(or variables) in the mixed model, which control the mixed components that are selected 

for each observation through markov processes rather than independently related to each 

other. 

More recently, hidden markov models have been extended to two-two markov models 

and triplet markov models, allowing for more complex data structure considerations and 

non-stationary data modeling. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.8 – MM extracts facial feature values 

 

2.3.3 Support Vector Machines 

 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is often used as part of the classification of different 

pattern recognition tasks. Usually, SVM will construct a hyperplane to isolate high-di-

mensional space.  

SVM is a classification regression prediction tool, which uses machine learning theory 

to maximize prediction accuracy, while automatically avoiding overfitting the data. The 

support vector machine can be implemented as a system using a hypothesis space of linear 

functions in a high-dimensional feature space, which is trained using a learning algorithm 

from optimization theory that performs learning deviations from statistical learning the-

ory. 
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The support vector machine is verified to be the most suitable classifier for orientation 

classification, and the support vector machine has rich changes through improvements, 

such as cost-sensitive support vector machine CS-SV, similar support vector machine 

OC-SVM, asymmetric support vector machine ASVM, Risk area support vector machine 

RA-SVM, least squares support vector machine LS-SVM, etc.  

Generally, support vector machines are used for binary classification of data. SVM is 

generally based on the idea of nonlinearly mapping feature vectors to higher-dimensional 

spaces called feature spaces. Then, construct a linear hyperplane in this feature space for 

two types of binary classification problems. Because, the original design goal of SVM is 

to solve the binary classification problem. When the number of training points is large, 

the training of SVM becomes very challenging. This is exactly the reason why researchers 

in related fields have proposed a variety of fast training methods for support vector ma-

chines. In order to solve multiple types of problems, we need to deploy multiple support 

vector machines. However, we can also use the "one-to-one" (OAA) strategy to perform 

multi-class classification. The OAA method constructs k binary classifiers, in which each 

classifier is trained using data from two classes, which solves the multivariate classifica-

tion problem by combining multiple support vector machines. 

 

2.4 Eigen Faces 

 

Eigen Faces is a set of feature vectors used in computer vision problems in face recog-

nition. Sirovich and Kirby (1987) proposed a method for face recognition using feature 

faces, and was first applied to the classification of face recognition by Matthew Turk and 

Alex Pentland. The feature vector is derived from the covariance matrix of the probability 

distribution on the high-dimensional vector space of the face image. The feature face itself 

constitutes the basic set of all images used to construct the covariance matrix. By allowing 

a smaller set of base images to represent the original training image, the size can be re-

duced. Classification can be achieved by comparing the way the basic data set represents 

faces. 

Feature faces are initially used to identify low-dimensional face images. Sirovich and 

Kirby (1987) pointed out that principal component analysis can be used for facial image 

collection to form a set of basic features. These basic images (called eigen pictures) can 

be linearly combined to reconstruct the images in the original training set. If the training 

set consists of M images, principal component analysis can form the basic data set of N 

images, where N <M. However, the required quantity is always selected to be less than 

M. 

In 1991, Matthew Turk and Alex Pentland perfected this theory and applied it to face 

recognition, and proposed a face recognition method for face recognition. In addition to 

designing a system for automatic facial recognition using eigenfaces, they also showed a 

method for calculating the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix, which enabled the com-

puter at that time to perform feature decomposition on a large number of facial images. 

Face images usually occupy a high-dimensional space, and traditional principal compo-

nent analysis is difficult to deal with such data sets.  
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2.5 Micro-expression database 
 

The micro-expression database is an essential tool for studying micro-expressions, 

and it is also the basis for conducting micro-expressions. Since the team of Zhao Guoying 

designed and published the SMIC micro-expression database in 2012, the field of micro-

expression research has gained more attention, making related research more convenient. 

Since then, various micro-expression databases have been constantly innovated, continu-

ously improved and standardized.  

At present, the micro-expression database mainly includes SMIC, CASMEⅡ , 

FER2013, etc. 

 

2.5.1 SMIC micro expression database 
 

SMIC (Spontaneous Micro-Expression Database) The computer vision team led by 

Zhao Guoying of the University of Oulu in Finland presided over the design in 2012. This 

is the first public micro-expression database in the related field, which fills the gap in the 

database of micro-expression recognition. The database uses the subject to watch related 

videos to stimulate the subject's different expressions, and then records the expressions 

shown by the subject according to the video content and the subject's dictation, and marks 

and classifies the expressions. 

SMIC contains three types of expression data: positive, negative, and surprise. The 

negative category contains four subdivisions of sadness, nausea, fear, and anger. The pos-

itive category is the happy expression, and the surprise category is the surprised expres-

sion. 

The data resolution in this database is 640 * 480, and the frame rate of the collected 

information is 100 frames / second. The relevant shooting is carried out in a professional 

studio with a stable light source, as shown in the figure 2.9. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.9 – SMIC expression data 

 

2.5.2 CASME micro expression database 

 

In China, the team of Fu Xiaolan has made outstanding contributions in the field of 

micro-expression research. They designed and produced the CASME (Chinese Academy 

of Sciences of Micro-Expression) database in 2013. In the study of the induction method, 
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the video that can cause the subject's multiple emotions is used to trigger the subject's 

emotional changes, thereby capturing the subject's facial micro-expressions through the 

camera. 

In 2014, the team of Fu Xiaolan improved CASME again and generated a new data-

base CASME II. The new facial micro-expression database first addressed the problem 

of low frame rate of the first-generation database and increased the original 60 frames / 

second to 200 frames / second. Secondly, the new micro-expression database also im-

proves the resolution of the collected expression data, reaching 280 * 340.  

Under the strict laboratory environment, CASMEⅡ uses a fixed experimental light 

to collect expressions, which contains a total of seven expressions and 247 pieces of ex-

pression data, as shown in the figure 2.10. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.10 – Some micro-expression data of CASMEⅡ database 

 

2.5.3 FER2013 micro expression database 

 

FER2013 is a database of facial expressions containing seven expressions. The seven 

facial expressions are happy, disgusted, fearful, happy, normal, sad, and surprised), Each 

expression has been recorded in a 48 * 48 grayscale image. The data is mainly divided 

into three parts, Private Test, Public Test and Training. The data under Training is the 

main training data, which contains about 30,000 facial expression data, as shown in the 

figure 2.11. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.11– Some FER2013 micro-expression database data 
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2.5.4 Summary 

 

The SMIC, CASME, and FER2013 introduced above are the three widely used micro-

expression databases, but these commonly used micro-expression databases are all micro-

expression databases that contain the entire human face. Their original design purpose is 

also the same. There are no micro-expression databases that are particularly suitable for 

human eyes in related fields. However, because the facial expression data in these data-

bases contains eye information, this paper proposes to use the existing database to gener-

ate a new eye micro-expression database through the identification and extraction of eye 

regions. 

Because the SMIC expression division is not detailed enough, and the resolution of 

both CASME II and SMIC data is higher, it will bring more unnecessary image prepro-

cessing tools for the experiments in this article. FER2013 has seven kinds of expression 

data with a uniform 48 * 48 resolution, and the expression data reaches about 30,000, 

which is suitable for the experiment of this article in terms of quantity and quality. There-

fore, this article will perform eye positioning and cutting based on the FER2013 micro-

expression database, and then generate the eye micro-expression database required in this 

article. This part is described in detail in Chapter 3, Section 3.4. 
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3 EYE RECOGNITION BASED ON IMPROVED EIGEN FACES 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

Face recognition has a variety of targeted solutions in many applications. Among 

these verified methods, the most successful seems to be appearance-based methods. 

These methods usually directly manipulate the appearance of images or face objects, and 

Process the image into a two-dimensional mode. These methods extract features to best 

represent faces belonging to a class, and separate faces from different classes. Ideally, it 

is best to use only features with high separability and ignore other features. In related 

research, he is mainly committed to developing feature extraction methods and using 

powerful classifiers such as hidden Markov models (HMMs), neural networks (NNs), and 

support vector machines (SVM). The main trend of feature extraction is to represent data 

in low-dimensional space through linear or nonlinear transformations that satisfy certain 

properties. 

Probabilistic statistical techniques have been widely used in facial recognition and 

facial analysis to extract abstract features of facial patterns. Principal component analysis 

(PCA) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and discrete cosine transform (DCT) are 

the three main techniques used for data reduction and feature extraction. In the appear-

ance-based method, the feasibility of DCT based on these three technologies has been 

proved.  

DCT eliminates some high-frequency details and reduces the size of the image in this 

way. The LDA algorithm selects the features that are most effective for class separability, 

while the PCA selects the features that are important for class representation. Some stud-

ies have shown that when the number of samples is small, PCA may outperform LDA, 

and in the case of a large number of samples in the training set, LDA will still outperform 

PCA. Compared with the PCA method, the computational cost of LDA is much higher, 

and PCA is less sensitive to different training data sets. However, the simulation in shows 

that the performance of the LDA method is improved compared with the PCA method. 

When the dimensionality of the face image is high, LDA is not applicable, so it loses its 

advantages and cannot find effective class separability features. In order to solve this 

problem, this paper combines PCA and LDA methods.  

 

3.2 Eye positioning algorithm based on improved Eigen faces 
 

3.2.1 Application of PCA and LDA methods 
 

Eigen Faces method is essentially a Principal Component Analysis (Principal Com-

ponent Analysis, PCA) method, which extracts the most important orthogonal vectors in 

human face data as the principal components of face recognition, related technologies It 

is described in detail in Section 2.2.  

In this paper, we combine the PCA method in Eigen Faces with Linear Discriminant 

Analysis (LDA) to assist PCA in identifying and segmenting the human eye area. 
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3.2.2 Algorithm steps 
 

This paper proposes a human eye recognition method combining PCA and LDA. 

Seven kinds of PCA are used for dimension reduction processing, and LDA is used for 

class separability feature extraction. The algorithm consists of three parts, which are also 

the basic steps of the human eye recognition algorithm proposed in this paper: 

1. Pretreatment 

2.Dimensionality reduction using PCA 

3. Using LDA for class separability feature extraction 

The first step: pretreatment 

In this part, first manually crop the input image into a 48 × 48 picture, and remove 

the background information. Figure 3-1 shows some facial images with background in-

formation). Then we perform histogram equalization on all input images to disperse the 

energy of all pixels in the image, and then normalize it to make the standard of each face 

image the same, as shown in the figure 3.1and figure 3.2. 

 

 

 
Figure 3.1 –  Part of facial expression images in the database used in this experiment 

 

 
 

Figure 3.2 – Facial expression image after background clipping 

 

In addition to common satellite images and aerial photographs, many geophysical 

observations are also presented in grayscale. 

Since the dynamic variation range of potential field is very large, the magnetic field 

can reach tens of thousands of nats, and the gravitational field may vary within hundreds 

of units of gravity, it is usually necessary to stretch or compress the observed value of 

potential field before displaying it as an image. 

Then, we subtract the mean image from the face image and center all the images. 

Figure 3.2 is the average image of the face image used in the experiment in this paper. 
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Finally, all the pre-processed face images are converted into a vector. Figure 3.3 shows a 

flowchart of the operations in this section. In order to reduce complexity and reduce 

memory size, the average image is adaptively calculated, as shown in the figure 3.3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.3 – Preprocessing flow chart 

 

The second step, dimensionality reduction 

As mentioned in the previous section, this article crops each input image to a 48 × 

48 image; therefore, the input at this stage is a preprocessed 2304 × 1 vector, which we 

use to estimate the covariance matrix. After the covariance matrix is estimated, the sig-

nificant feature vector of the covariance matrix is calculated. The number of feature vec-

tors depends on our application and the accuracy we need. Obviously, if we calculate a 

large number of feature vectors, the accuracy of the method will increase, but the compu-

tational complexity will increase in this step and the next step. At this stage, the 100 most 

important feature vectors and related feature surfaces are calculated in the experiment in 

this paper. By projecting each input image onto these feature planes, it is converted into 

a reduced vector of size 100 × 1, and LDA feature extraction is performed. Figure 3.4 

shows the operation in this step. We repeated experiments with different numbers of sa-

lient feature vectors of 20, 40, 60, and 80, respectively, and compared the performance of 

the proposed face recognition method, as shown in the figure 3.4. 

 

× +
Covariance

Matrix 
estimation

Eigenface 
calculation
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2304 × 1 
picture 
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+

-

Output 100 
× 1 picture 
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 Figure 3.4 – Flow chart of covariance matrix and feature face calculation 
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The third step, LDA feature extraction 

The output of the dimensionality reduction part is a 100 × 1 vector, which is used to 

construct in the scattering-like matrix and covariance matrix. As described in 3.2.1 of this 

article, in addition to dimension reduction, the important feature vector can also be used 

for classification. Using a 100 × 1 vector, calculate, and then select the eigenvector re-

lated to the larger eigenvalue. In the experiments in this paper, 10 categories are consid-

ered, so 9 main feature vectors (Fisher Faces) related to non-zero eigenvalues are classi-

fiable. Obviously, extracting all 9 LDA features will increase the classification ability of 

the method. Figure 3-5 demonstrates the operation of this part.  

 

3.2.3 Experimental results and analysis 
 

In this paper, the proposed new face recognition method is applied to the face data set 

of FER2013 to realize the recognition and extraction of the human eye area. In all exper-

iments, this experiment uses Matlab code to run on the computer, using Intel Corei7 

7820x CPU, NVIDIA RTX 2080 Ti graphics card, 16GB RAM. Before doing each ex-

periment, this article will crop the input images and reduce their size to 48 × 48. The 

database selected in this paper contains 7 grayscale images of expressions. In these ex-

periments, this paper considers images of different expressions and different poses for 

each expression data in each database, where 400-5000 images of each category are used 

for training, and each expression has about 500 images Used to test the method. Figure 

3-6 shows some images of different expressions of some selected preprocessing objects. 

After completing the calculation in the second step, the important characteristic surface 

is obtained, and after the calculation in the third step, the eye area required for the exper-

iment in this paper is obtained, as shown in the figure 3.5. 

 

  

 

Figure 3.5 – Partial data generation diagram of FER2013 database 
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3.3 Improved human eye micro-expression database 

 

Since the existing micro-expression databases are all human facial expression data, it 

is difficult to show the advantage of only targeting human eye micro-expressions, and 

there is currently no database that only contains human eye micro-expressions. Moreover, 

an expression database contains tens of thousands of expression features. To build a brand 

new micro expression database about human eyes, the workload is very huge. Therefore, 

this paper extracts data from the existing facial micro-expression database for processing 

according to the needs of human eye micro-expression research, and generates a database 

containing only human eye expressions. 

In the current field, common micro-expression databases include USF-HD, Polikov-

sky database, YorkDDT, SMIC, AVEC, CASME, and CASMEⅡ. The expression data-

base processed in this article is the FER2013 expression recognition database obtained 

from kaggle, because FER2013 and FER2013 database expressions contain seven kinds, 

namely angry, disgust, fear, happy, normal, sad, surprised, each expression has 56 to 895 

The expression pictures of Zhang Buqin are divided into three categories: Private Test, 

Public Test, and Training, which are used in different stages of training and testing during 

model establishment. The original file is stored in csv format. Figure 3.7 shows some 

different expression images in the FER2013 database, which is a new FER2013 eye mi-

cro-expression library obtained by FER2013 after eye feature extraction and recognition, 

positioning and cropping. This is the experimental result obtained by improving the Eigen 

Faces algorithm in this paper, and it is also the eye micro-expression database during the 

eye micro-expression experiment based on the convolutional neural network, as shown 

in the figure 3.6. 

 

Original emoji data-happy
Eye expressions-happy

Original Emoji Data-Angry
Eye expressions-angry

Original Emoji Data-Surprised
Eye micro-expression-surprised

Original Emoji Data-Disgust

Original expression data-fear

Original expression data-normal

Original Emoji Data-Sad (sad)

Eye expressions-disgusting

Eye micro-expression-fear

Eye micro-expression-sad

Eye micro-expression-normal
 

 

Figure 3.6 – Comparison between the newly generated eye micro-expression  

database and some data of FER2013 
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The newly generated FER2013 eye micro-expression database, the original expres-

sion data is completely based on FER2013, and no new personnel expression collection 

work has been carried out. This method is also used for the identification and segmenta-

tion of eye regions in other databases, thus based on the original database Generate a 

database for micro expressions of human eyes. The new FER2013 eye micro-expression 

data generated by the experiment in this chapter inherits the distribution structure of the 

FER2013 database and is composed of expression picture tags, which greatly reduces the 

workload of creating a new micro-expression database. The overall structure of the data-

base in this article is divided into three parts: Private Test, Public Test and Training. Each 

data set contains seven expressions: happy, disgust, anger, fear, normal, sad, and sur-

prised. The first two data sets are used for model testing Each expression has about 500 

eye micro-expression data. Training is used in the model training process and contains a 

total of 28706 eye micro-expression data. Table 3.1 shows the expression distribution of 

the newly created eye micro-expression database. 

 

Table 3.1– Eye micro-expression database structure distribution 

 

3.4 Chapter summary 
 

This chapter mainly introduces the improved Eigen Faces algorithm proposed in this 

article, applying the principal component analysis method (PCA) to the dimensionality 

reduction operation in image processing, and the linear discriminant analysis method 

(LDA) to the class-separable features in image processing Extraction, through the rational 

use of two methods for different steps, has greatly improved the success rate of the Eigen 

Faces algorithm for human eye area recognition in face recognition. The feasibility of the 

algorithm mentioned in this article can be seen from the experimental results. 

And because of the scarcity of eye micro-expression databases in related fields today, 

this paper proposes to use the improved Eigen Faces algorithm to perform eye area recog-

nition and segmentation on the facial expression data of the original database. In the end, 

with the help of the improved Eigen Faces algorithm, this paper divided and divided more 

than 30,000 facial micro-expression data of FER2013, thus forming a new FER2013 eye 

micro-expression database for the subsequent identification of eye micro-expressions in 

this article experiment. 

At present, there are not many micro expression databases, and the known ones are: 

usfhd database, Polikovsky database, SMIC database, CASME database, CASME II da-

tabase, SAMM database, CAS(ME)2 database. Of the eight databases, the first two are 

not naturally induced and are not public.  

Expression Angry disgust Fear Happy Normal Sad Surprised 

Private Test 491 55 528 879 626 594 416 

Public Test 467 56 496 895 607 653 415 

Training 3995 436 4097 7215 4962 4830 3171 
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     4 EYE MICRO EXPRESSION RECOGNITION BASED ON DEEP 

        LEARNING 

  

4.1 Introduction 

 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) -based methods currently widely used in var-

ious classification methods for face recognition are excellent. CNN can fuse feature ex-

traction and classification framework, reducing the heavy workload features of manual 

design. In addition, there are many levels and parameter deep learning models, which can 

be used in the identification and classification of various data such as images and videos. 

The CNN structure is widely used in the recognition and classification of facial ex-

pressions. Based on CNN, many researchers have made new changes and innovated FER 

better. For example, a winner in the International Machine Learning Conference compe-

tition uses CNN structure training images on facial expressions, and uses L2-SVM instead 

of SoftMax to classify facial expression features. 

 In the comparative experiment of this paper, L2-SVM classification has also been 

used. This classification method is suitable for multi-classification tasks, and the results 

can indeed be improved to a certain extent. Someone once designed the Caffe-ImageNet 

structure, which divides the image data set into 1000 categories, and the number of final 

output nodes is reduced to seven in the result, but the classification accuracy of Caffe-

ImageNet is usually higher than other CNN-based methods. 

Many researchers fuse different training networks to train the model, which is con-

venient for using the trained model in the subsequent research.  

For example, some researchers use the features of the extracted appearance image 

sequence and the features of the extracted geometric temporary facial signs to merge them 

into the model to enhance the effect of facial expression recognition.  

In addition, there are researchers who fuse different images to extract their respective 

feature cross-transformations. The results show that this method is indeed an effective 

method.  

The method proposed in this paper is to train two models that first use a single net-

work, then extract the modeling parameters in the optimal network as MNF initialization 

parameters, and then fine-tune the parameters of the fusion network. In addition, after the 

MNF structure is dynamically adjusted, the algorithm's ability to extract faces can be 

improved by trying to merge different network structures. 

In the training process, due to the small number of FER2013 data sets, it is easy to 

overfit complex CNN models when using them. In order to solve this problem, in this 

paper, in the random mirror image, the direction of each deleted 3 pixels is rotated by 45 

degrees and enlarged to 1.2 times, and then the converted image is finally cropped to a 

size of 24 × 24. 

Convolution neural network imitation biological visual perception, visual perception 

mechanism building, can undertake supervised learning and unsupervised learning, the 

convolution kernel parameters of sharing in the underlying layer and interlayer connec-

tion of sparse sex enables the convolutional neural network. 
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4.2 Multilayer perceptron 

 

In pattern classification, the most commonly used neural classifier is the feedforward 

back propagation multilayer perceptron (MLP), which is a simple perceptron network. In 

this paper, a three-layer perceptron is used to classify the fatigue expression, and its struc-

ture is shown in figure 4.1. 

 

Input 
layer

Hidden 
layer

Output 
layer

 
 

Figure 4.1– Schematic diagram of the three-layer perceptron 
 

Using the gradient descent method, we find that the change of each weight is ex-

pressed using the following formula (4.1): 
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                                          (4.1) 

 

Where iy is the output of the previous neuron and  is the learning rate, which is care-

fully selected to ensure that the weights converge to the response fast enough without 

oscillation. In programming applications, this parameter typically ranges from 0.2 to 0.8. 

The derivative to be calculated depends on the induced local field jv
, which itself 

changes. Prove that the derivative of the output node can be simplified using the following 

formula (4.2): 
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                                          (4.2) 

 

As the derivative of  ‘s activation function is described above, it is different from 

itself. It is difficult to analyze the weight change of a hidden node, but it can be seen that 

the relevant derivative using the following formula (4.3): 
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                                   (4.3) 

 

This depends on the change in the weight of the k  node representing the output layer. 

Therefore, to change the weight of the hidden layer, we must first change the weight of 

the output layer according to the derivative of the activation function. This is the working 

principle of the three-layer processor mentioned in this article. 
 

4.3 Eye micro-expression recognition based on convolutional neural  

      network 
 

4.3.1 CNN-based feature extraction 
 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) is a popular neural network for deep learning 

for image analysis. Early CNNs were introduced as neural network architectures, includ-

ing convolution and subsampling (pooling) layers. In 2012, Krizhevsky et al.  made sig-

nificant achievements in the classification technology challenge of the ImageNet project. 

Since then, deep learning has been widely used to deal with complex computer vision 

problems, such as face detection, facial expression recognition, biomedical image analy-

sis, head posture detection, gender classification, age classification, object detection, etc. 

The CNN structure mainly includes convolution, pooling, activation, batch processing 

normalization, full connection and exit layer. The input and learned filters are convolved 

and feature maps are generated in the convolutional layer using the following formula 

(4.4): 

 

             ( , ) ( * )( , ) ( , ) ( , ))
m n

S i j I K i j I i m j n xK m n                                (4.4) 

 

Where I is the input image, K is the kernel, and S is the convolution result. 

In the CNN structure, a nonlinear activation layer is usually used after the convolution 

layer. In this study, for all CNN structures, the rectified linear unit (Re LU ) is used as the 

activation function. Re LU is defined in the equation as formula (4.5): 

 

Re ( ) max(0, )LU x x                                                    (4.5) 
 

Where x is the input of the activation function. 

In the pooling layer, the size of the input space is reduced, thereby reducing the num-

ber of parameters and the amount of calculation, and controlling overfitting. The exit 

layer is also very effective in avoiding overfitting. The exit layer prevents the network 

from being too dependent on any neurons. In the fully connected layer, all activations are 

connected to the previous layer and perform classification or regression tasks. 

In a feedforward network, input is passed through the network, and the output ob-

tained from the network is compared with the actual output. Using a back propagation 
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algorithm, this error is propagated backwards to improve the training effect. The back 

propagation algorithm is executed based on the chain rules. For a complete neural net-

work framework with loss L, back propagation calculates the gradient of the parameter 

matrix W and the input x as formula (4.6) and formula (4.7): 

 
L L y

W y W

  


                                                    (4.6) 

 
L y L

x x y

  


                                                       (4.7) 

 

4.3.2 Implementation of the new CNN architecture 
 

In this study, a cascaded CNN architecture was developed for segment-guided facial 

expression recognition. The first two cascades of the CNN architecture segment the facial 

components and form a subdivided image of the components. CNN-1 and CNN-2 form 

the eyebrow and eye images respectively. After the post-processing steps, the images of 

these components are combined to form the final icon image of each eye micro-expres-

sion. Finally, using the final iconified image and the corresponding original facial image, 

the third CNN classifies facial expressions. The algorithm flow is shown in Figure 4.2, 

and the three-layer CNN structure proposed in this paper is shown in Figure 4.3. 

 

CNN1

CNN2

Eye micro-expression 
characterization

CNN3+

 
 

Figure 4.2 – CNN algorithm flow chart 

 

In the cascade architecture, the first two CNNs are trained to segment eyebrows and 

eyes from facial images because these regions are important for recognizing expressions. 

This paper uses the first two CNN outputs, and the system finally forms an eye icon im-

age, which is used as the input by the third layer CNN. 
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Figure 4.3 – The three-layer CNN model proposed in this paper 
 

In the proposed method, segmentation is regarded as a binary classification problem. 

Each 16 × 16 block is divided into eyebrows or eyes compared to the background. Before 

training these scatter networks, a training mask has been generated. In order to obtain the 

training mask, this article uses the Face ++ toolkit. The toolkit can detect and locate facial 

landmarks on facial images. After detecting the facial mark, the points of the mark are 

linked to obtain a polygon of the eyebrow and eye area. Finally, fill the polygon to get 

the final mask image. Figure 4.4 shows the training mask generation steps. In Figure 4.4, 

green pixels show facial components such as eyebrows and eyes; red pixels show the rest 

of the facial components as the background. 

The training mask is used to determine the majority and mixed categories in the face 

component segmentation step. Before the training step of face landmark segmentation, 

the original image and the corresponding training mask have been divided into 16 × 16 

non-overlapping blocks, as shown in Figure 4.5, where a represents the original image; 

b1 represents the eyebrows; b2 represents Eyes; green indicates facial composition; red 

indicates background. 
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Figure 4.4 – Model training 

 

 

a

b1 b2

c

 
 

Figure 4.5 – Generation of mask image 

 

After the image is segmented, according to the distribution of pixel labels in the 

blocks, the obtained blocks are assigned labels corresponding to facial components of the 

following categories, that is, one of the background or mixed categories. Determine a 

block as a background or facial component (eyebrow or eye), in the corresponding train-

ing mask, add the green and red pixels respectively, and when one of the two categories 

(face component / background) covers a certain block When 80%, the block will be as-

signed as the majority of tags. When the percentage of the majority class is less than 80%, 

the block is marked as mixed and not used during training. These processes are shown in 

the equation as follows (80% threshold is selected based on experience) as formula (4.8) 

(4.9). 

 
Green Pixel

80% The block is facial ingredients
Total Pixel

if  
                      (4.8) 

 
Red Pixel

80% The block is the background
Total Pixel

if  
                        (4.9) 

 

The mixed class blocks shown with black pixels in FIGS. 4.5 include face components 

and background pixels. Therefore, the use of these blocks can be complicated for network 
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training. However, most types of squares contain reliable information about the back-

ground or facial composition, and the use of these squares alone can provide a stronger 

training effect. If neither the facial composition of the obstacle nor the background pixels 

are 80%, it will be ignored during the training process because the block does not contain 

robust information about the category. After the network training, the entire image (rather 

than the 16 × 16 blocks in the image) will be used for testing. By reducing the computa-

tional redundancy on the overlapping area, the sliding window processing can be effec-

tively simulated. The fully connected layers of the first two CNN networks have two 

channel scores: the first CNN is used for eyebrow recognition, and the second CNN is 

used for eye recognition. Finally, based on the higher component score in the fully con-

nected layer, two types of component segmentation (eyebrow segmentation and eye seg-

mentation) images were obtained from the first two CNNs. The first two CNN architec-

tures include the following layers: 

1.Four-layer convolutional layer (layer 1: 16 5 × 5 × 3 filters, layer 2: 16 5 × 5 

filters and layer 3: 32 4 × 4 filters). 

2. Two pooling layers. 

3. A fully connected layer (see table 4.1). 

 

Table 4.1– CNN architecture layer information proposed in this paper 

 

Architecture layer core filter Output 

CNN-1，2 

（Segmentation 

and recognition of 

human eye ele-

ments） 

Conv1 5×5 16 16×16×16 

Conv2 5×5 16 8×8×16 

Conv3 5×5 32 4×4×32 

Conv4 4×4 32 1×1×32 

CNN-3 

(Eye area synthe-

sis) 

Conv1 5×5 64 64×64×64 

Conv2 5×5 32 32×32×32 

Conv3 5×5 32 16×16×32 

Conv4 5×5 64 8×8×64 

Conv5 4×4 64 1×1×64 
 

After obtaining segmented images (eyebrow segmentation) of all images from CNN-

1, an empty matrix will be created according to the size of the segmented images. Add all 

the eyebrow segmentation images to the empty matrix and generate the middle eyebrow 

mask. Through this process, the area where the eyebrows are concentrated in segments 

can be found. Repeat these steps for the middle mask of the eye. If noisy areas appear due 

to insufficient density, and these areas are cleared by adjusting the threshold, select a 

threshold of 128 from the experiments in this paper. This is the step to generate the final 

mask. 

After generating the final mask, apply the logical AND operator to each partially seg- 
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mented image and the corresponding final mask for noise reduction (Figure 4.2). Thus; 

obtaining a standardized image of clear eyebrows and eyes, and using a logical OR oper-

ation to combine them to form a final standardized image. 

Final mask generation steps. First, each type of component is summed separately to 

obtain a reticle. In these masks, the loss of gray pixels is removed after the threshold is 

applied, and the final mask is formed. 

The third CNN structure in the architecture proposed in this paper uses the final icon-

ified image (1 channel) combined with the corresponding original face image (3 channels). 

The first two CNN structures run on 16 × 16 blocks of face images, while the third CNN 

uses the resized whole face image as input. The third CNN architecture includes the fol-

lowing layers: 

1. Five-layer convolution layer (layer 1: 64 5 × 5 × 3 filter, layer 2: 32 5 × 5 filter, 

layer 3: 32 5 × 5 filter, layer 4: 64 5 × 5 filter and Layer 5: 64 4 × 4 filters). 

2. Four pooling layers. 

3. Single connection layer. Its architecture is also shown in Table 4.1. 

 

4.3.3 Recognition of eye micro-expression based on neural network 
 

This article mentioned in Section 4.2 the use of a three-layer perceptron neural net-

work. The three-layer perceptron neural network has 40 neurons in the input layer, 20 

neurons in the hidden layer, and 10 neurons in the output layer to classify the input data. 

A simple back propagation algorithm is used to update the weights according to the ex-

pected values. Use the LDA feature to train a three-layer MLP neural network to generate 

a 10 × 1 vector in the output layer. Each element of the vector is a number between 0 and 

1, representing the input face image and each of the ten classes. Similarity of the catego-

ries. Train LDA features into the neural network, according to their class, a back propa-

gation error, propagate on the network and correct the weights in the correct direction. 

The input LDA feature (face image) will be classified into the most similar class. For 

example, if a test input face image, the third line output by the network is larger than other 

lines, then the test face image will be classified as the third type. Figure 4.6 shows the 

process classification using a three-layer neural network. 

 

Input 
layer

Hidden 
layer

Output 
layer

[]
Input picture vector Output picture 

vector

Neural 
Networks

 
 

Figure 4.6 – Neural network classification diagram 
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The blocks to which face component categories are assigned are flipped for expansion, 

so the number of face categories has doubled. Table 4.2 lists the different types of blocks 

used in the training process. 

 

4.4 Experimental results and analysis 
 

Regardless of facial expressions, 1608 facial images are used for facial component 

segmentation. The 1608 images are divided into two groups for training and testing. The 

first 804 images are used for training, and the remaining 804 images are used for testing. 

If only the entire image is used during training, only 804 images / samples can be used, 

and using less input data will reduce the segmentation results. But our segmentation sys-

tem divides the image into 16 × 16 non-overlapping blocks and uses these blocks for 

training data. The system has 926,208 input blocks. These blocks are marked as one of 

the following categories of facial components, background or mixed colors, as described 

in Section 3.1. The blocks to which face component categories are assigned are flipped 

for expansion, so the number of face categories has doubled. Table 4.2 lists the different 

types of blocks used in the training process. 

 

Table 4.2– The number of used and unused blocks in the facial component segmentation 

experiment 

 

        Classification For eyebrow  

segmentation 

For eye segmentation 

Facial composition 5865 7185 

Background composition 919275 920578 

Mixed 4012 2378 

 

In the segmentation step, three CNNs work on the image block, and each CNN has 

three convolutional layers. As an example, the intermediate layer output of the trained 

CNN is shown in FIG. 8, which has undergone eye detection and segmentation training. 

The step-by-step access function through the network can be seen step by step in this 

figure. In the first convolutional layer, some filters begin to learn eye features, such as the 

first picture in the "CONV1" column. In the second layer, almost half of the filters roughly 

understand the characteristics of the eye: the filter in the picture marks the eye pixels as 

white pixels. In the final convolutional layer, the neural network almost completely un-

derstood the characteristics of the eye. 

In this paper, the improved FER2013 human eye micro-expression database proposed 

in Section 2.5 is used for model training and testing. The training data of seven expres-

sions is about 30,000. Two test experiments were carried out separately, using two differ-

ent test data sets, each of which contained seven expressions, each with about 500 ex-

pressions, and its recognition accuracy reached the expected value, which can be used for 
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preliminary human eyes. For the facial expression recognition, the test data structure is 

shown in table 4.3, and the experimental test recognition rate is shown in table 4.4. 

 

Table 4.3 – Experimental test data structure table 

 

expres-

sion 

Angry Disgust Fear Happy Normal sad surprised 

Test set 1 491 55 528 879 626 594 416 

Test set 2 476 56 496 895 607 653 415 
 

Table 4.4 – Accuracy of human eye expression recognition test 
 

expression Angry Disgust Fear Happy Normal sad surprised 

Test set 1 88.68% 73.29% 68.7% 91.44% 89.68% 85.41% 87.57% 

Test set 2 87.93% 71.15% 70.02% 92.3% 89.52% 85.47% 86.39% 

 

As can be seen from Table 4.4, in the experiment, the recognition rate of angry, happy, 

and normal expressions is the highest, and the recognition rate of fear expressions is the 

lowest. Because human expressions are not simply these seven divisions, but a complex 

expression of various emotions.  

 

4.5 Chapter Summary  
 

This chapter is mainly about the application of convolutional neural network in eye 

micro-expression recognition, and the design of three-layer CNN architecture based on 

eye micro-expression recognition. 

Firstly, the principle and advantages of feature classification and extraction of convo-

lutional neural network in image recognition are studied in detail, and the feature extrac-

tion and classification of convolutional neural network in this study are determined. In 

Section 4.3.2, a three-layer CNN architecture is proposed for eyebrow feature extraction, 

eye feature extraction, and human eye area synthesis and recognition.  
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5 USE OF RESULTS OF A RESEARCH IN INDUSTRY  

 

         5.1 The analysis strong and weaknesses of technology based on the        

research on eye micro-expression recognition based on deep   

learning 

 

The opening, use, and maintenance of thermal engineering projects require the partic-

ipation of workers. 

The micro-expressions of the human eye can feedback the worker's attitude to the 

work through the expressions on the worker's work, and then predict the operation status 

of the thermal energy system. 

At present, the technology only for face recognition is becoming more and more ma-

ture, and there is still a large market for facial expression recognition. The next thing to 

do is to apply facial expression recognition to the actual scene and combine it with the 

actual needs.  

The producer only needs to invite some people to try the commercial after the com-

mercial is completed, and use the expression recognition system to test the viewer ’s emo-

tional changes during the trial, and find the paragraphs where their mood fluctuates the 

most.  

Disadvantages: the implementation is relatively complicated, the network training 

time is long and due to its generalization, the processed samples must be numbered. In 

actual research, very few data are numbered, which will reduce work efficiency. 

Improvement: Directly input the image into the network for processing, and then enter 

the original data into the network after corresponding pre-processing to improve the 

recognition accuracy and reduce the training time of the sample. The mapping results of 

each layer of the CNN are independent. Micro-expressions have great business value and 

social significance. 

So-called SWOT analysis, based on internal and external competition environment 

and competition under the condition of situational analysis, is closely related to the object 

of study of various main internal strengths, weaknesses and external opportunities and 

threats, and so on, through the investigation list, and according to the matrix form, and 

then use the thought of system analysis, the various factors each other match analysis, 

from which a series of corresponding conclusions, and the conclusion is usually a certain 

decision-making. By using this method, we can make a comprehensive, systematic and 

accurate study of the situation of the research object, and then formulate the correspond-

ing development strategy, plan and countermeasures according to the research results. S 

(strengths), W (weaknesses), O (opportunities) and T (threats). 

According to the complete concept of enterprise competitive strategy, strategy should 

be an organic combination between what an enterprise can do (i.e. strengths and weak-

nesses of an organization) and what it can do (i.e. opportunities and threats to the envi-

ronment). In a sense, the SWOT analysis method belongs to the internal analysis method 

of the enterprise, that is, the analysis is carried out according to the conditions of the 

enterprise itself (table 5.1). 
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Table 5.1 –  SWOT analysis of the application of eye microexpression recognition in 

thermal engineering 

 

 

Internal factor 

 

 

 

 

External factor 

Strength Weakness 

1. Directly input the image 

into the network for pro-

cessing 

2.  improve the recognition 

accura-cy and reduce the 

training time of the sample.  

3. The mapping results of 

each layer of the CNN are 

independent. 

1. the network training time 

is long and due to its gener-

alization 

 2. the processed samples 

must be numbered.  

3.  few data are numbered, 

which will reduce work 

efficiency. 

opportunities SO WO 

1. In the field of educa-

tion, students 'psychol-

ogy and dynamic 

changes are the fo-cus 

of teachers' attention. 

2. Some time ago, 

schools used brain wave 

detectors to observe the 

concentration of stu-

dents in class. 

 

1. eye micro-expression 

recognition has important 

significance in the many 

fields   

2. Eye micro-expressions 

have small motion range, 

short duration, and are not 

easily noticeable by human 

eyes 

 

1 which makes our research 

on eye micro-expressions 

imperative. Recognition of 

eye micro-expressions is 

still in a weak stage in the 

field of behavior recogni-

tion.  

2. It is one of the key re-

search directions and a 

small branch of facial ex-

pres-sion recognition.  

Treats ST SO 

1. In view of the fact 

that the database in this 

paper uses the improved 

eye expression database 

of FER2013 

2.the model training in 

this experiment is rough 

This article com-bines 

the experimental results 

3. From this, it can be 

seen that changes in stu-

dents' psychological 

trends have important 

significance for stu-

dents, and teachers. 

 

1.The facial area data is  

perfect, it does not get a 

higher recognition ac-curacy 

for face recognition. 

2.the experimental process in 

the hope of improving the 

following points in future 

work 

3. We can use the changes in 

the micro-expressions of the 

students 'eyes to predict and 

assist the students' interest in 

learning and the teacher's 

teaching evaluation. 

1. In the extraction of facial 

features by CNN, different 

graphics can be combined 

to adaptively convolve the 

number of layers  

3. It has an important role in 

promoting the research of 

facial expression recogni-

tion. 
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5.2 Gantt's schedule of actions based on expression recognition  

 

A Gantt chart is a graphical representation of the order and duration of a particular 

item by means of a list of activities and a time scale. A line diagram with time on the 

horizontal axis, projects on the vertical axis, and time plans and actual completion on the 

line. Visualize when the plan will proceed and how progress compares to requirements. 

It is convenient for managers to figure out the remaining tasks of the project and eval-

uate the progress of the work. Gantt chart is one of the earliest tools to link activities to 

time for the purpose of job sequencing, helping enterprises to describe the use of resources 

such as work centers and overtime work. 

Gantt chart contains the following three meanings: 

1. Display activities in the form of graphs or tables; 

2. General method of showing progress; 

3. The construction time includes calendar and duration, and the weekend holiday is 

not included in the schedule. 

Simple, eye-catching, easy to compile, widely used in management. 

According to different contents, Gantt chart can be divided into five forms: plan chart, 

load chart, machine idle chart, staff idle chart and schedule chart. 

The characteristic of Gantt chart is that it highlights the most important factor in pro-

duction management -- time. Its function is manifested in three aspects: 

1. The corresponding relationship between planned output and planned time. 

2. The comparison between the daily actual output and the planned output. 

3. The comparison between the actual cumulative output in a certain period and the 

planned cumulative output in the same period. 

The Gantt chart in the following table and the schedule are two different ways of 

representing tasks. The Gantt chart in this paper enables users to intuitively know which 

tasks need to be done at what time, while the schedule provides more accurate data about 

the time period. 

In addition, the following table updates the task process directly in the schedule. Table 

5.2 shows the project stage and participants at each time of the paper 

Gantt chart is also known as Bar chart and Bar chart. It USES a bar chart to show the 

internal relationship between project, schedule, and other time-related system progress 

over time. It was named after the man who proposed it, Henry Laurence Gantt. 

Define the activities and projects involved in the project. 

The content includes the project name (including the order), start time, duration, type 

of task (dependent/deterministic), and which task to depend on. 2. Create a Gantt sketch. 

Mark all projects on the Gantt chart according to the starting time and time limit. 3. 

Determine the project activity dependencies and order the progress in a timely manner. 

Use sketches, and connect projects by project type, and schedule them. Determine the 

implementation personnel of the activity task and adjust the working hours timely and as 

required. 

It visually shows when the task is planned and how the actual progress compares to 

the planned requirements. 
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Table 5.2 – Gantt chart of the application of eye microexpression recognition in thermal 

engineering 

 
Research and  

Project stages 

Performers  Period of implementation of the project  

2019 - 2020, month 

9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 

1 2 3 

1. Abstract  T.Y.Wang          

2. Introduction T.Y.Wang          

3. Review of references  T.Y.Wang          

4.  Related theoretical knowledge T.Y.Wang 

A.A. Alabugin 

         

5.  Eye recognition based on improved 

eigen faces 

T.Y.Wang 

R.A.Albugina 

         

6. Eye micro expression recognition 

based on deep learn-ing 

T.Y.Wang 

R.A.Albugina 

A.A. Alabugin 

         

7.  Summary and outlook T.Y.Wang          

8.  Use of results of a research in in-

dustry   

T.Y.Wang 

A.A. Alabugin 

         

9. Conclusion T.Y.Wang          

10. References T.Y.Wang          

11. Graphic part: preparation of slides      T.Y.Wang          

12. Coordination of a final version of 

the text of work and the maintenance 

of slides with the head of work 

T.Y.Wang 

R.A.Albugina 

A.A. Alabugin 

         

13.Registration of the explanatory 

note 

T.Y.Wang 

A.A. Alabugin 

         

14. Compliance assessment of the ex-

planatory note   

T.Y.Wang 

A.A. Alabugin 

         

15. Review of thesis work  T.Y.Wang 

A.A. Alabugin 

         

16. Review of thesis work T.Y.Wang 

A.A. Alabugin 

         

17. Defend of thesis work T.Y.Wang 

A.A. Alabugin 

R.A. Alabugin 
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6 CONCLUSION 

6.1 Work Summary 

 

The main research results of this article are summarized as follows: 

1. In the facial expression recognition step, the Eigen Faces method is used to extract 

and segment facial features. And because there is less research on separate eye micro-

expression recognition algorithms in the related field, there is no universal eye recogni-

tion method. This paper proposes improved PCA and LDA algorithms based on the Eigen 

Faces method for the extraction and segmentation of eye features. 

2. Using the above results-based on the improved eye recognition algorithm of Eigen 

Faces, perform eye data recognition, segmentation and generation processing on the ex-

isting FER2013 facial micro-expression database. Based on the FER2013 micro-expres-

sion database, a new database that can provide eye micro-expression data for the research 

on eye micro-expression recognition in this paper has been generated. In the current field 

of research, you need to design and collect data yourself to complete the complex process 

of self-built database. 

3. Comprehensive analysis of various micro-expression classification algorithms to 

determine the advantages of deep learning for micro-expression feature extraction and 

classification, combined with Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), a three-layer CNN 

architecture is proposed to implement eye separately Eyebrow area recognition, eye area 

recognition and eye feature synthesis and recognition based on micro-expressions. 

4. The carried-out SWOT-analysis allows to draw a conclusion on expediency of 

realization of a method of a research in thermal engineering. 

6.2 Job Prospects 

 

In view of the fact that the database in this paper uses the improved eye expression 

database of FER2013, the model training in this experiment is rough This article com-

bines the experimental results and the experimental process in the hope of improving the 

following points in future work: 

1.The improved Eigen Faces algorithm proposed in this paper aims to identify the eye 

area, but when the facial area data is perfect, it does not get a higher recognition accuracy 

for face recognition. 

2. In the extraction of facial features by CNN, different graphics can be combined to 

adaptively convolve the number of layers instead of recognizing all pictures through a 

fixed architecture. Recognition and research of eye micro-expressions is a branch that 

cannot be ignored in the field of facial recognition. I hope that with more time and funds, 

I can conduct further research and analysis. 
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